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Communication

Pavlova Recipe This is a reading comprehension lesson focusing on a pavlova recipe. ✅ ACELY1721 🔗

Our Di�erences Unite Us
This lesson looks at two letters, a request and a response, between a young girl and
the President of the United States.

✅
ACELT1619, ACELY1722,
ACELY1723

🔗

Margaret Mahy Interview A reading comprehension lesson on an interview with Margaret Mahy. ✅ ACELY1765, ACELY1721 🔗

How to Weave a Flax Flower In this lesson, students will read instructions about how to weave a flower from flax. ✅ 🔗

Cover Letter for Checkout Operator An introductory reading comprehension lesson on a cover letter for a job. ✅
ACELT1620, ACELY1721,
ACELY1723

🔗

Simple Sushi Rolls This is a reading comprehension lesson focusing on a sushi roll recipe. ✅ ACELT1619, ACELY1722 🔗

Interview with Liz Clark
In this lesson, students will read an interview with Liz Clark, who left California and
has been sailing solo around the Pacific for over ten years.

✅
ACELT1619, ACELY1722,
ACELY1723

🔗

Think! Advertisement
This lesson looks at an ad about increasing road safety, and focuses on how the
visual elements and the text elements work together.

✅
ACELT1621, ACELT1803,
ACELT1623, ACELY1724

🔗

Teach Your Dog to Play Dead
This lesson looks at a series of instructions on how to teach your dog to play dead.
The lesson focuses on the structure of the instructions and why certain language is
used.

✅ ACELY1765, ACELY1721 🔗

Indigenous Australian Texts

Bushrangers of Van Diemen's Land
This reading comprehension lesson explores the bushrangers of Van Diemen’s Land
during colonisation.

✅
ACELT1626, ACELT1807,
ACELY1733

🔗

David Malangi Biography
In this lesson, students are introduced to Indigenous artist, David Malangi and learn
about how his heritage influenced his art.

✅
ACELT1626, ACELT1807,
ACELY1733

🔗

The Heavens
In this lesson, students will read a short story about Liam and the desert before
exploring the structure, techniques and vocabulary used.

✅ ACELA1782, ACELY1712 🔗
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The Life of Jandamarra
In this lesson, students will read a text about Jandamarra, who led a rebellion
against settlers in Western Australia. Students Will analyse the text structure and
vocabulary, then add their own thoughts about the issues raised in the article.

✅
ACELA1565, ACELT1812,
ACELY1749

🔗

Mirrabooka
This lesson focuses on vocabulary, inferring detail and summarising text while the
students read a retelling of an Australian Aboriginal myth.

✅
ACELA1561, ACELT1635,
ACELT1637, ACELY1739

🔗

Take a Step on Cyril Rioli's Island
Home

In this lesson, students will read and analyse an article about Cyril Rioli's humble
beginnings while looking at the details of the article, how it was written and why it
was written.

✅

ACELA1543, ACELA1766,
ACELA1809, ACELA1547,
ACELT1806, ACELT1628,
ACELT1807, ACELY1730,
ACELY1733, ACELY1734

🔗

Return to Nature
In this lesson, students explore Noonuccal's poem Return to Nature, looking at the
purpose and theme of the poem, and how this relates to the poem's vocabulary and
structure.

✅
ACELT1812, ACELT1643,
ACELY1752

🔗

The Binna Binna Man
In this lesson students look at a passage from the story The Binna Binna Man by
Meme McDonald and Boori Monty Pryor before exploring the interesting language
and words used and the structure of the extract.

✅
ACELA1782, ACELY1712,
ACELY1749

🔗

The Proud Goanna Fable
This lesson analyses a classic Aboriginal fable as told by Sally Morgan, with a focus
on characterisation and how morality is portrayed.

✅ ACELT1803, ACELT1622,
ACELY1721, ACELY1722

🔗

Narrative

Churning and Furious
In this short story, students will read about Astrid and her experience in the North
Atlantic Ocean.

✅ ACELT1620, ACELT1621 🔗

Orpheus and Eurydice
In this lesson, students read a classic myth about lost love, then discuss the
structure and meaning of the story.

✅ ACELY1722 🔗

Stone Soup
In this lesson, students read through an old Portuguese fable, then discuss and
analyse the message and techniques.

✅ ACELT1622 🔗

The Creation of Japan
In this lesson, students will read about how the islands of Japan were created. They
will then answer questions related to the structure, vocabulary and meaning of the
myth.

✅ ACELT1619, ACELT1803 🔗

The Little Mice and the Big Elephants
This lesson looks at an Indian fable about the friendship between a group of mice
and elephants.

✅ ACELT1621, ACELY1721 🔗

The Two Brothers
This is a reading comprehension lesson on Leo Tolstoy's "The Two Brothers." It
focuses on interpreting moral positions, inferring detail, and character.

✅
ACELT1623, ACELY1765,
ACELY1719

🔗
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Non-Fiction

Alek Wek Biography
In this lesson, students read and analyse a short biography of Alek Wek, a Sudanese
refugee-turned-supermodel. They discuss dangers Wek faced on her journey, and
reflect on her lifestyle in Sudan.

✅ ACELT1619 🔗

Clara Barton Biography
This is a reading comprehension lesson on a short biography of Clara Barton. It
focuses on the structure of and details to include in a short biography.

✅
ACELT1620, ACELT1803,
ACELY1765

🔗

Greyhound Therapy Dog
In this lesson, students read a news article about a young woman whose service
dog helps her to manage chronic anxiety. Students learn new vocabulary and
analyse the techniques used in the article.

✅ ACELY1722, ACELY1723 🔗

Istanbul Teen Creates Bioplastic
From Bananas

This lesson looks at an article about a teenager making some pretty exciting
scientific discoveries, with a focus on how language is used to engage with an
audience.

✅ ACELT1621, ACELY1721 🔗

NASA's Discovery
This lesson analyses a news article about the discovery of the TRAPPIST-1 planets,
with a focus on tone in science reporting.

✅ ACELY1721 🔗

Paralympic History
In this lesson, students read a brief history of the Paralympic Games, then analyse
and discuss the structure of this article.

✅ ACELT1803, ACELY1722 🔗

Poetry

Haiku by Buson & Virgilio
This lesson leads students through a basic analysis of two haiku by Yosa Buson and
Nick Virgilio. Students must then choose their favourite, justify their decision using
what they have learned, and write their own haiku.

✅
ACELT1621, ACELT1803,
ACELT1623, ACELY1723

I Wandered Lonely As a Cloud
A reading comprehension lesson focusing on the poem "I Wandered Lonely As a
Cloud" by William Wordsworth.

✅
ACELT1621, ACE;T1622,
ACELY1721

🔗

Lying in a Hammock at William
Du�y's Farm in Pine Island,
Minnesota

A reading comprehension lesson focused on the poem 'Lying in a Hammock at
William Du�y's Farm in Pine Island, Minnesota' by James Wright. ✅

ACELT1619, ACELT1620,
ACELY1721

🔗

Mosquitoes
In this lesson, students explore basic poetic techniques and purpose in the short
poem Mosquitoes.

✅
ACELT1621, ACELT1623,
ACELY1721

🔗

My Hat A reading comprehension lesson focusing on the poem "My Hat" by Brigid Lowry. ✅ ACELY1721, ACELY1723 🔗

Shape Poems
This lesson looks at a selection of shape poetry, discussing how the shape of a
poem can a�ect its meaning.

✅
ACELT1621, ACELT1803,
ACELT1623, ACELY1721
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The Johnson Place Bride
A reading comprehension lesson focusing on the poem "The Johnson Place Bride"
by Monique Hodgkinson.

✅ ACELY1723 🔗

Spoken

Aliens vs Zombies Debate
In this lesson, students read a debate about whether aliens are better than
zombies. Students then answer questions based on the text to develop reading
comprehension and debating skills.

✅ ACELY1719, ACELY1721 🔗

Anansi Origins Myth
In this lesson students must read and answer questions about a play extract based
on an African Anansi myth.

✅ ACELT1619, ACELT1621 🔗

Farewell to Baseball
This lesson looks at the speech given by baseballer Lou Gehrig after he retired.

✅
ACELT1623, ACELY1719,
ACELY1721

🔗

Things That Go Bump in the Night
This lesson looks at the di�erent parts that must come together to make a play
work.

✅
ACELT1621, ACELT1622,
ACELY1724

🔗

Try Something New for 30 Days
This is a reading comprehension lesson on a TED Talk by Matt Cutts on trying
something new for 30 days. It focuses on body language, visual aids and how to
make a strong argument.

✅
ACELT1621, ACELT1623,
ACELY1719, ACELY1721

🔗
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